PRODUCT OVERVIEW 2022

About Adam Tech
Introduction and Promise
For over 35 years it has been Adam Tech's continuing goal to offer a wide range of world class connectors and cable assemblies with
one simple promise: We will provide you with the Highest Quality Product with the Best Service Available at the Lowest Possible Price.

Capabilities
We pride ourselves on the scope of our product offering which features our innovative connector designs and manufacturing capabilities
that reduce cost and improve performance in a broad range of applications. Our exclusive automated manufacturing processes provide
consistent high quality with low cost and short lead times. We also welcome the opportunity to use our experience in providing custom
solutions to your application specific product requirements. We can develop concepts into designs, tooling and production.

Sales, Service, Manufacturing and Availability
Adam Tech has a professionally staffed sales team at our corporate headquarters in Union, New Jersey, USA which is fully stocked with
many of our standard products. From this location and from over 20 representative offices located throughout North America, Europe
and Asia we provide worldwide service to all of our customers and their contract manufacturers. In addition, our Taipei, Taiwan office
serves as our Asia headquarters and also houses full service Sales and Engineering teams along with ample warehousing space for
stocking. Adam Tech maintains several manufacturing facilities in Taipei and also the Guangdong Province of China, mainly spread out
through Dongguan and Shenzhen. Adam Tech is currently exploring options to expand our manufacturing facilities to USA, Costa Rica
and Mexico.

Quality
It is our goal to exceed our customers’ needs and expectations while delivering high quality products with the highest level of service
possible.
Adam Tech strives to meets the following Quality Goals:
• Provide Defect–Free products and services
• Adhere to all applicable statutory, regulatory and customer requirements
• Leverage the constantly evolving manufacturing technologies to develop the best processes possible while maintaining the highest
levels of service, quality and support.

Environmental
Adam Tech acknowledges the restriction of hazardous materials in our products that impact the entire electronics industry, environment,
and human health. We have taken strict measures to provide products that are lead-free and free from other hazardous materials. Adam
Tech's products are all fully compliant to RoHS 3 Directive EU 2015/863 with no exemptions, China RoHS, China VOC, REACH Annex
XVII, Deca BDE, California Prop 65, POP’s, ODC’s, Halogen Free and conflicting Mining & Metals. Restricted material beyond RoHS
Adam Tech acknowledges Dodd Frank Act, and does not use Asbestos, rare earth metals and Red Phosphorus in any of our parts.
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Certifications
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ISO 14001 (Coming Soon)

ISO 45001 (Coming Soon)

ISO 9001:2015 USA

IATF 16949

ISO 13485

USB-IF

UL (AXUT2.E224052) Attachment Plugs,
Fuseless

UL (DUXR2-E224049) Communications,
Audio/Video, Data, and
Other Signaling-circuit
Accessories

UL (ECBT2-E224053) Connectors for Use in
Data, Signal, Control, and
Power Applications

UL (FFVI2.E527051) Electric Vehicle Plugs,
Recepticles and Couplers
- Component

UL (FOKY2.E244331) Electromagnetic
Interference Filters

UL (RTRT2.E224051) Receptacles for Plugs and
Attachment Plugs

UL (RTRT8.E224051) Receptacles for Plugs and
Attachment Plugs Certified
for Canada

UL (XCFR2.E333935) Terminal Blocks

UL (XCFR2.E498731) Terminal Blocks

UL (XCFR8.E333935) Terminal Blocks Certified
for Canada

UL (XCFR8.E498731) Terminal Blocks Certified
for Canada

WOYR2.E520713 Switches, Appliance and
Special Use
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Spring Loaded
Connectors, Pins, Pads &
Magnetic Assemblies

Adam Tech Spring Loaded Pins consist of a specially designed
barrel and steel spring in either a discrete form or integrated into
an insulator carrier/magnetic assembly. They are used in many
industries across a wide range of applications to make a secure,
high reliability connection. This series is highly customizable to
meet specific stroke lengths, heights, and electrical capabilities.
High-temp plastics are used for our insulators and unlimited
molding designs allow for many different shapes and styles to be
created for specific applications.

Modular Jacks & Plugs

Adam Tech MTJ series Modular Jacks are a complete line of
PCB and wire leaded jacks which are UL and CSA approved
and meet all required FCC rules and regulations. Adam Tech
offers a multitude of sizes (4P2C thru 10P10C) with styles
including single, ganged and stacked versions with options of
ferrite or magnetic filtering and or metal shielding. Jacks with
integral LED’s and combination hybrids such as MTJ/USB jacks
are also available. These jacks are available in thru-hole or
SMT mounting.

SFP & QSFP

Adam Tech Small Form Factor connectors and cages
are a popular interface for telecommunications and data
communications applications. Our 20 position surface
mount connector interfaces to both fiber optic and copper
networking modules. Our cages are manufactured in
single port and multiport configurations. All of our cages
are available in both press fit and through hole mounting.

Click on category title to view full product listing.
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USB

USB, USB4, Mini USB, Micro USB, USB Type C 3.1 and IEEE
1934 (Firewire) connectors are a complete line of shielded, hot
pluggable, high speed I/O interface connectors available in a
variety of body styles, sizes, positions and mounting orientations.
Each is shielded for superior EMI/RFI protection and features
spring contacts for exceptional connectivity properties.
Specially designed shells with flares eliminate misconnection
and kinked boardlocks add a strong, stable PCB attachment.
An ideal solution for low cost, high speed connection to
peripheral devices.

HDMI

High Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) connectors and
cable assemblies are a series of products that provide an
uncompressed digital link between video and audio in a single
digital interface connection. Typically they are used with digital
versatile (DVD) players, digital television (DVI), set top boxes
and other audio/visual devices to consolidate interfaces and
eliminate multiple cable assemblies. HDMI connectors are
small, easy to use interconnects that can carry up to 5 Gbps of
combined video and audio in a single connector/cable.

SATA Connectors

Adam Tech SATA and eSATA series Serial ATA connectors
combine hot-plug capability with a combination of power
and signal contacts in a blind-mate design. They are ideal for
connecting disc drives to backplanes in servers or network
equipment. Adam Tech SATA connectors are designed with
differential-pair signaling technology and are precision
manufactured to consistently perform at speeds up to
3.0 Gbits/s.

DisplayPort

Adam Tech DisplayPort series is a new high band width digital
interface connection designed to provide true digital imaging
while providing a multitude of colors and crystal clear sound
through one small plug which can also supply power. There are
four main links, one auxiliary channel and one hot-plug signal
line. Adam Tech DisplayPort connectors are designed to work
on a broad array of devices, including printers, televisions,
camcorders, cameras, and DVD players. Our DisplayPort
connectors are fully compatible with industry standards and are
backwards compatible to VGA, DVI & HDMI.
Click on category title to view full product listing.
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D-Sub Connectors

D-Subminiature connectors are available in each industry
configuration including 9, 15, 25, 37, and 50 positions. A broad
range of mounting styles and contact types are included within
our D-Sub series including, but not limited to, Right Angle,
Vertical, Slimline, and other body types. Contacts are precision
stamped or machined for high reliability applications.

DVI Connectors

Adam Tech DVI series Digital Visual Interface connectors are the
standard digital interface for flat panels, video graphics cards,
monitors and HDTV units. This series includes DVI-D (Digital),
DVI-A (Analog) and DVI-I (Integrated Digital/Audio). Their unique
crossing ground blades provide high speed performance at low
cost. Available in Straight or Right Angle PCB mount receptacles,
each version also features our specially designed contacts which
improve signal performance and a zinc alloy shield that reduces
electromagnetic interference (EMI).

Miniature Ribbon
Connectors

Adam Tech MR Series Miniature Ribbon connectors come in
a variety of terminations including Solder Terminals, Straight
PCB Tails, Right Angle PCB Mount, Flat Cable IDC and Straddle
Mount Card Edge. These connectors with their high pressure,
flat wiping contacts are a very popular widely used interface
especially in telecommunication applications. Offered in 14, 24,
36, and 50 positions they are a good choice for high reliability
positive latching connector applications.

RF Connectors

Adam Tech’s RF connector series are a comprehensive
assortment of Radio Frequency Signal Connectors in standard,
miniature, subminiature, micro miniature, and surface mount
styles. Included are BNC, TNC, FME, FMA, SMA, SMB, N, F, PAL,
UHF, Mini UHF, MCX, MMCX, MHF, W.FL, & 1.6/5.6 coupling
versions. Each has a standard industry interface. Most are ideal
for applications where size and weight are important in densely
populated applications. All afford excellent RF characteristics.

Click on category title to view full product listing.
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FAKRA Connectors

Adam Tech FAKRA Connectors (Fachkreis Automobil, a German
standard) are SMB based automotive-grade connectors that can
operate up to 6 GHz. These connectors are embedded within a
special color-code plastic housing that contain a locking feature
with an audible clicking noise which confirms the connection.
We offer our FAKRA series in Standard, High Speed Data (HSD)
and Mini styles. Each style comes with a range of configurability
options to choose the appropriate keying for your application.

RF Cable Assemblies
& Antennas

Adam Tech RF Assemblies are available in a wide range of
industry styles and types including IPEX, SMA, MCX, and
BNC and available in numerous lengths which may also be
customized to your requirements. Our antennas follow industry
leading trends and currently include 3G Embedded, WLAN
External, GPS, LTE Embedded, WiFi, and other styles. RF
cables are highly customizable and can be tailored to suit your
application requirements.

Circular Industrial
Connectors - Waterproof,
Ruggedized & High
Current

Adam Tech’s Waterproof Connector series is a broad range of M
Style, Circular, and RJ45/USB mated sets with IP ratings ranging
from IP66 – IP68. These connectors are offered in different pin
counts and keying styles and can be used in many applications.

Fiber Optic Adapters

Adam Tech’s Fiber Optic Adapters properly align the individual
fibers of two patch cables during the mating process, ensuring
reliable connections in optical communication systems.
These adapters enable multiple devices to communicate
simultaneously. Adam Tech’s broad offering includes APC, FC,
LC, MPO, PC, and SC adapters. Simplex, duplex, 4-plex, and
8-plex adapters are available to connect various quantities
of fibers.
Click on category title to view full product listing.
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Memory Connectors & Sockets
Adam Tech’s Memory Connector Series is a complete range of memory
sockets for most memory card applications including Compact Flash,
PCMCIA, Memory Stick and Secure Digital. Our advanced designs are
focused on their ease of use, mating accuracy, card retention and life cycle.
Precision engineered, extremely durable mating contacts and PCB leads
contribute to a solid, high reliability, long life design.

Spring Connectors &
Battery Systems

Adam Tech Spring Connectors, Battery Holders, Battery Snaps and
Mobile Battery Connectors are designed to create connections and
contain batteries in electronic equipment. This series includes battery
holders and coin cell holders for AAA, AA, C, D, 9V and lithium coin
cells. Adam Tech produces this series in a variety of terminations such as
through hole PCB leads, SMT leads, wire leads and solder lugs. Custom
lead lengths on wire configurations are also available.

Flex Circuit Connectors

Adam Tech Flexible Flat Cable (FFC) connectors are ZIF
(zero insertion force) and LIF (low insertion force) connectors
designed to provide a reliable method of connecting flexible
printed circuits to a PCB. LIF connectors are available in .020”,
.039”, .049” and .100” centerline spacing and ZIF styles are
available in .012”, .020”, .031”, .039” and .049” centerline spacing of
single and dual sided versions in thru-hole or SMT mounting in
vertical or horizontal orientation.

IDC Connectors

Insulation Displacement termination connectors (IDC) are
designed to quickly and effectively terminate flat cable in a wide
variety of applications available in .050”, .079” and .100” centerline
spacing. The IDC termination style has migrated and been
implemented into a wide range of connector styles because of its
reliability and ease of use.

Click on category title to view full product listing.
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PLCC Chip Carrier
Sockets

Adam Tech SMT PLCC Series Sockets are low profile, thin wall
sockets designed to convert plastic leaded chips to a thruhole PCB format on a .100” centerline grid. They conform to
JEDEC MS 106 and MS 018 pin count standards. Adam Tech’s
superior precision stamped contact design provides consistent,
high retention contacts for all size chips. Chip exchanges or
replacements are easily made with Adam Tech’s chip remover
part number PLCC-EXT.

IC Sockets

Adam Tech ICS Series IC Sockets are a low profile design
available in single or dual row in .100” centerline pin spacing
with .300” or .600” row spacing. Our ISD Series are fine pitched
sockets on 0.070” centerlines with .300” or .600” row spacing. All
Adam Tech sockets are manufactured with our exclusive single
beam dual wipe contact design which produces a high pressure
wiping action for superior connectivity. In addition to an internal
contact stop which prevents over stressing of the contact, each
has a wide lead in to eliminate mis-mating and a closed bottom
anti-solder wicking design.

Machined Sockets
& Headers

Machine Pin Sockets and Terminal Strips offer a full range of
exceptional quality, high reliability DIP and SIP package Sockets
and Terminal Strips. These sockets feature solid, precision turned
sleeves with a closed bottom design to eliminate flux intrusion
and solder wicking during soldering. The stamped spring copper
insert provides an excellent connection and allows repeated
insertion and withdrawals. Sockets are available in single or dual
row in .039”, .050”, .078” and .100” centerline pin spacing with
.300”, .400” or .600” row spacing. Plating options include choice
of gold, tin or selective gold plating. Our insulators are molded
of UL94V- 0 thermoplastic and both Sockets and Terminal Strips
are XY stackable.

Board to Board & High
Speed Board to Board

Adam Tech manufactures a wide range of application specific
board stacking connectors which were designed and built to
specific customer requirements. Our experienced staff has
developed custom products in a variety of contact styles and
stacking heights. Available pitches include .016”, .020”, .025”, .031”,
.039” centerlines. Many designs are produced using automated
manufacturing processes to increase reliability and provide
significant cost savings.
Click on category title to view full product listing.
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DC Power Jacks & Plugs

DC Power Jacks are a complete line of miniature and subminiature power jacks primarily used for the transmission of wall
current transformed to DC power for detached and hand held
instruments. DC Power Jacks are manufactured with a variety of
center pin sizes for all standard applications including 1.00mm,
1.30mm, 2.00mm and 2.50mm. Our contact is designed using
a wide spring grade plated copper alloy for exceptional plug
retention and low contact resistance.

Audio Jacks & Plugs

Adam Tech ASJ Series Stereo Jacks are a broad range of 2.5
and 3.5mm jacks used primarily in computer and multi-media
audio applications. This series provides a multitude of sizes and
configurations that are available in single or multiple switching
forms. Options include choice of plastic or metal reinforced
bodies, single, stacked and ganged versions or color-coded jacks
for port identification.

Waterproof Audio & DC
Power Jacks

Adam Tech’s Waterproof I/O & DC Charging connectors are a
combination of IP67 and Splash Proof sealed designs intended
for use in applications exposed to moisture, humidity and rain.
Special seals, o-rings, and epoxy coatings are incorporated into
this product line to achieve the listed ratings. Adam Tech offers
full customization capabilities to waterproof body styles not seen
in this catalog. Reach out to us today with your requirement and
our team of design engineers will work hand in hand with you to
create the solution you need.

AC Inlets & Outlets

Adam Tech IEC & Mini IEC series AC Inlets and Outlets are
primary power receptacles designed, manufactured, tested and
approved to UL, CSA, VDE and other applicable international
specifications including IEC-60320 and CEE-22. Adam Tech
offers a wide variety of body styles, shapes and orientations
to accommodate most class I & II applications with two or
three blade contacts in both IEC and Mini IEC configurations.
Mounting choices include screw holes and snap-in versions and
four termination styles. Options of ganged ports or receptacle
with integral fuse holder are also available.
Click on category title to view full product listing.
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Euro Blocks

Adam Tech EB Series Euro Blocks are a broad range of PCB
mounted blocks in various sizes and profiles with pitches of
2.50mm, 2.54mm, 3.50mm, 3.81mm, 3.96mm, 5.00mm, 5.08mm,
6.35mm, 7.50mm, 7.62mm, 9.25mm, 9.50mm, 10.00mm, 10.16mm,
12.50mm, 12.70mm and 15.00mm. Included are types that have
wire entry from Top, Side, or Side Angle. Two piece ‘pluggable’
versions and ‘Lever Actuated’ styles are also available.
Each contains a unique wire guard design and is precision
manufactured for smooth operation and ease of use.

Terminal Blocks &
Europa Strips

Terminal Blocks (also known as Barrier Blocks) & Europa Strips
are a full range of Blocks which are most commonly used to
terminate wires and eliminate splicing. They are offered in
sixteen different centerlines from .250” to .630” with open or
closed back options. Each is available for bulkhead or PCB
mounting with choice of Straight or Right Angle PCB Terminals,
Clip-tite and/or Turret Terminals. This series is manufactured
from flexible thermoplastic and resists cracking and breaking.
They are manufactured from Hi-Temp plastics and have current
carrying capability up to 30 Amps.

Pin Headers

Pin Headers are a full range of headers in a variety of
configurations including Single, Dual and Three rows, Straight
or Right Angle in Thru-Hole or SMT mounting. Available pitches
include .050”, .079” and .100” centerline. Their posts are smoothly
finished and taper tipped to eliminate insertion damage to
the PCB or mating connector. Pin Headers can be easily cut
into exact sizes as required. Options include stacked insulator
versions and choice of tin, gold or selective gold plating.

Shunts

Mini Shunts are available in .050”, .079”, .100” and .200”
centerlines. They quickly and easily jump individual pins on
pin headers to perform manual programming on PCB’s. This
series offers a broad range of sizes, shapes and colors. Shunts
are designed with detents at top for easy fingertip installation
removal. Options include integrated pull tabs and gang types
which are molded in one piece. This series is extremely low cost
and is a highly economical, cost effective solution for replacing
PCB switches. They are available in Gold or Tin plating.
Click on category title to view full product listing.
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Wire to Board & Wire to Wire Connectors and Systems

Adam Tech’s Wire to Board & Wire to Wire connectors and systems are available in different terminations and sizes intended for use on
a variety of applications. These connectors provide power and signal with different body styles, termination options, and centerlines.

Wire to Board Power

Adam Tech Wire to Board Power Connectors consist of a
receptacle and plug set in a variety of single and multiple
row configurations with .098”, .100”, .118”, .137”, .163”, .165”,
.224” and .250” pitch centerlines. They are manufactured
of Nylon 6/6 with a flammability rating of UL94V-2 or
UL94V-0. This series is designed as a mated set with a
PCB mounted header and a wire mounted socket which
securely latches to header when mated. Our specially
designed bodies provide polarization to eliminate mismating and our latching system resists heavy vibration.
PCB mounted headers have molded pegs which align
and brace the PCB tails for trouble free assembly
and use.

Miniature Disconnecting
Wire to Board

Adam Tech multiple pitch Headers and Housings are a matched
set of Crimp Wire Housings and PCB mounted Shrouded
Headers available in Straight, Right Angle or SMT orientation.
Available pitches are .031”, .039”, .047”, .049”, .059”, .079” and .098”
centerlines. Offered in various popular industry standard styles
they provide a lightweight, fine pitched, polarized, high reliability
connection system.

Crimp Contacts

Adam Tech crimp contacts are designed for a variety of wire
gauge options and insert smoothly into our Wire to Wire & Wire
to Board housing components. Our crimp contacts are precision
stamped and offered in a variety of plating options with different
thicknesses to suit nearly any applicational requirement. Our
design team is also able to offer complete turnkey services to
design a new crimp contact to customer specifications.

Click on category title to view full product listing.
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Disconnecting
Wire to Board

Adam Tech Disconnecting Wire to Board series is a
combination of various wire housings, board headers,
and crimp terminals. The styles include Latching
Types with .098”, .100", .156” and .200” centerline, IDC
termination styles with .100" & .156" centerlines, and
locking designs with friction ramps for secure fits.

Wire to Wire Power

Adam Tech Wire to Wire Power connectors are sets
of wire mounted plugs and receptacles with crimp
contacts. These sets mate with locking clips or
latches for a secure fit. They are suited for a range of
wire types and gauges and provide a reliable easymate connection. Available Centerlines are .098”,
.118”, .145”, .177”, .198”, .250” and .264” for nearly any
application. UL94V-2 or UL04V-0 plastics are used to
satisfy flammability requirements.

Click on category title to view full product listing.
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Shrouded & Latching
Headers

Adam Tech Shrouded and Latching Headers are a dual row
shrouded header for use with dual row IDC female socket
connectors. Our low profile, space saving design has a center
slot for the socket’s polarization bump. Adam Tech’s Box
Headers are available in Straight PCB Mount, Right Angle PCB
Mount and SMT Mounting. Available pitches are .050”, .079”
and .100” centerlines. Plating options include choice of Gold,
Tin or Selective Gold. SMT versions are manufactured with
a Hi-Temp insulator. Additional options include latches and
custom pin lengths.

Receptacle Strips

Receptacle Strips are a series of sockets offered in a
multitude of sizes and profiles designed to satisfy most socket
requirements and a range of mounting orientations. Available
pitches are .050”, .079” and .100” centerlines. Each type has
a specially designed contact system which uses a wiping
mating action and produces a high normal force connection
with gold, tin or selective gold plating. All are available with
Standard or Hi-Temp Thermoplastic insulators.

Mini Flex Connectors

Adam Tech’s Mini-Flex series of connectors include cable to
board, wire to board and board to board choices. This .050” pitch
series is designed with a dual contact point mating system and
an array of locating posts and PCB pegs for positive alignment
and friction lock mating. Rigid, staggered solder tails provide
excellent stability for rugged use and feature kinked tails for
PCB retention.

Circular DIN Connectors
& Plugs

Adam Tech Circular, Power, and Mini DIN Jacks continue to be a
popular, high density, low cost, low profile interconnect solution.
Available in a multitude of styles and configurations, they are
able to satisfy a broad range of applications. This series offers
jacks in 3 thru 9 positions with straight, right angle or panel
mounting and offers choice of four different shielding and panel
grounding options. Color-coded jacks for port identification are
also available. Adam Tech’s special contact design offers a high
reliability connection with extremely low contact resistance.
Click on category title to view full product listing.
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Receptacles with
Board Hooks

Adam Tech PCE & PCD Series receptacles are .100” pitch
centerline PCB mounted sockets that have integral PC Board
hooks which wrap around the edge of the PCB for added
stability. They are made with three mounting and mating
configurations which include Top, Bottom & Side entry.

Automotive Connectors

Automotive Connectors manufactured in our TS-16940 (IATF)
certified facility are state of the art solutions to connect a variety
of Automotive applications. This specialized series of Automotive
board headers and pin strips achieve suitability for a wide range
of applications. Our success with automotive connectors and
cables is heavily “Custom Solution Based.” The bulk of Adam
Tech’s Automotive expertise is centered around developing
custom Automotive solutions not available elsewhere on the
market. Many of our customers will submit to us a sketch of a
specialized auto connector that requires design and tooling.
Our team of engineers will develop a custom design tailored
specifically to your application. For more details, submit a
“Custom Solution” request through our Website Inquiry Form.

DIN 41612 Connectors

Adam Tech DIN 41612 Connectors are a versatile two piece
PCB connector set with features useful for many applications
including connections for plug-in card and back-panel wiring,
PCB to PCB attachment and peripheral connections for external
interfaces. Features include a multitude of body sizes and styles
with options that include selective contact loading, make and
break contacts, contact lead length choices and contact plating
variations each in .100” [2.54mm] or .200” [5.08mm] centerline
spacing.

Card Edge Connectors

Adam Tech CE Series Card Edge Connectors are precision
engineered PCB mount connectors developed to mate with
the plated fingers of a printed circuit daughter board. Their
bifurcated, cantilever contacts are set in a dual readout
configuration and they offer a reliable connection for a wide
range of PCB thicknesses. Adam Tech’s sturdy solder tails with
tapers allow easy insertion and rugged durability.

Click on category title to view full product listing.
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RCA Jacks

RCA Jacks are a popular choice for audio and visual output in electronic
equipment applications. This series offers a multitude of jacks intended to
satisfy most audio and visual applications. This series offers choices of panel,
PCB, and chassis mounting in single, dual, stacked and color coded versions
with a number of shell plating options. RCA jacks are precision engineered to
provide intermateability and balance to a broad range of industry standard plugs.
Manufactured with high quality UL94V-0 ABS plastic these jacks are an excellent
choice for most audio and visual applications.

Flat Flex Cable
Assemblies

Adam Tech Flat Flex Cables (FFC) are available in a wide variety
of options including 0.50mm – 2mm centerline spacing, nearly
any length or contact number required, and configurability of
contacts location on same side, alternate sides, or a combination
of both.
Our FFC series is fully customizable with regard to any of the
features above including also the ability to specify exactly which
contacts (terminals) you require for your application. Reach out
to us today to get started on your design.

Switches

Available in Toggle, Rocker, Keylock & Pushbutton styles,
switches can be integrated into a wide range of market
applications. Our switches product line is designed to integrate
seamlessly with many of our electronic connector components to
offer a full solution for your application.

Fuse Holders

Adam Tech Fuseholders are fully enclosed in Hi Temp
thermoplastic with integrated .250” Male Quick Connect
terminals on either side. The unique plastic enclosure offers a
stacking side mount option to integrate a series of fuseholders
side by side. Available in 0.50, 3, and 6 Amp options, Adam Tech
fuseholders are an efficient option for protecting your application.
Click on category title to view full product listing.
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Line Cord Couplers &
Keystone Jacks

Adam Tech Line Cord Couplers and Keystone Jacks are available
in industry standard housing sizes of 6 and 8 positions. We offer
shielded and non-shielded options for both suitable for a wide
range of applications. Our keystone jacks support speeds of up
to Cat5E and CAT6. Inquire to us today for more information.

Wired Leaded Jacks

Adam Tech MTJP Series Wire Leaded Handset and Panel
Jacks are conveniently prepared with wire leads ready for final
assembly. This series has a multitude of housing shapes to fit
many specific applications. They are offered in 4, 6, & 8 positions
with choice of Stripped and Tinned leads or leads with Spade
Terminals. Adam Tech jacks are UL and CSA approved and meet
all required FCC rules and regulations.

I/O Cable Assemblies

Adam Tech standard cable assemblies provide system designers
a comprehensive assortment of cable solutions for both power
and signal applications in the telecom, datacom, industrial,
healthcare and consumer industries. Our product offering
includes USB, HDMI, D-Sub, VGA, DVI, DisplayPort, Power
Cords & Cat5e, Cat6, Cat6a, Cat7 and Cat7a.

Electric Vehicle Chargers
Adam Tech’s EV Charger Cables provide a durable and
efficient solution to electric vehicle charging. Both Type 1
and Type 2 plugs are available to meet multiple EV charging
needs. Equipped with cable lengths of 3 and 5 meters,
vehicles can be charged from a variety of distances. In
addition, all Adam Tech EV chargers are TUV safety approved.
Adam Tech is committed to providing reliable and costeffective charging solutions to the growing electric vehicle
industry.

Click on category title to view full product listing.
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Custom Connectors

Adam Tech can provide custom solutions from concept through to production. Adam Tech utilizes over 30 years of experience to create
high quality and reliable Application Specific Interconnect Solutions.

Request A Quote
Send your requirements to info@adam-tech.com and let our experienced team of design engineers create and propose a solution for
you. We offer "complete capability" service which includes in-house engineering, component manufacturing, assembly & technical sales
support.

Custom Assembly Process
Step #1: Modifying an Existing Design or Starting from Scratch?
First, tell us if you have an existing Adam Tech part number (or competitor part number) that you would like to modify.

Modifying an Existing Part
Mark up any drawings you have with changes you would like to make.
Our design engineering team will engage with you to offer constructive feedback and begin the design process.

Design a New Part
Provide us with any preliminary drawings or sketches that you have completed yourself.
If you have not completed any preliminary design then please advise us of this and we'll begin the design for you ourselves with any
suggestions.

Step #2: Design Creation Through Collaboration
Based on the sketch or explanation given to us, we'll prepare a preliminary drawing for your review.
During this process we'll refine the details to arrive at a final design.
Once the design is settled, we'll prepare a final 2D and 3d model along with a quote.

Step #3: Presentation of Final 2D and 3D Models
Once the final 2D and 3D models are complete - we'll send them to you for review. The model should be imported into your application
software for final verification before signing the 2D drawing to initiate tooling.

Step #4: Begin Building Tooling
After acceptance of the quote and models, it's time to begin the tooling process. Depending on the type of product, this may include
building molds, dies, and assembly machines or equipment.
Adam Tech can usually provide options for Manual Assembly OR Automated Assembly (capable of higher capacity rates).
At the beginning of the tooling process we can provide for you a Gantt Chart of the schedule and finish date so you can follow along.
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Custom Cable Assemblies

Adam Tech manufactures a wide selection of quality custom cable assemblies to exact customer specifications using UL approved wire
and cable. Our production lines utilize the most updated equipment and processes to provide our customers with the highest level of
quality and reliability.

Custom Assembly Process
Step #1: Modifying an Existing Design or Starting from Scratch?
First, tell us if you have an existing Adam Tech part number (or competitor part number) that you would like to modify.

Modifying an Existing Cable Assembly
Mark up any drawings you have with changes you would like to make.
Our design engineering team will engage with you to offer constructive feedback and begin the design process.

Design a New Cable Assembly
Provide us with any preliminary drawings or sketches that you have completed yourself.
If you have not completed any preliminary design then please advise us of this and we'll begin the design for you ourselves with any
suggestions.

Step #2: Drawing Presentation & Approval
Based on the sketch or explanation given to us, we'll prepare a preliminary drawing for your review.
During this process we'll refine the details to arrive at a final design.
Once the design is settled, we'll prepare a final 2D and quote.

Custom Solutions Case Studies

Special Configuration Pogo Pin
Connector for 3D Printer created to
match special cartridge layout

Custom Blade Connector for
Battery Application

Custom Threaded Tight Lock
Circular Connector
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Waterproof Stereo Connector for
Medical Environment Modification
to existing part to add Sealing
O-Ring and Potting

Custom Shape Spring Connector

adam-tech.com
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To contact us, scan the QR
code to reach our website
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